
ANALYSIS ESSAY GRADUATION MAYA ANGELOU

During the mid nineteen hundreds, racial segregation was prevalent in the United States, especially in the South. In the
essay, â€œGraduationâ€• Maya Angelou tells.

Identity is not only comprised of the characteristics that make individuals unique, but also includes external
perceptions that classify groups of people together. She lived behind a grocery store that soldâ€¦. If we are
talking about the skills to summarize, generalize the main ideas, make some conclusions and transfer it into
the essay in your own words, summary and response kinds of essay take the significant place here. Maya
Angelo, originally known as Marguerite Johnson, was born on On the day of her graduation finally comes,
that happiness turns into doubt about her future as she believes that black people will be nothing more than
potential athletes or servants to white people Angelou not only wrote for the entertainment of her readers, she
wanted to teach readers the reality of racism. Also, Angelou structures her essay to show how the experience,
both the good and the bad, helped her to understand herself. Structure helps convey the main reason the writer
wrote this essay. Initially Maya was excited and hopeful about the event, yet when she took her seat in the
auditorium, she felt anxious. The tone of Donleavy was that of condescending of the audience where as Reed
was encouraging. Edward Donleavy. Each author demonstrates through young girls that life's experiences,
especially as a child, teach important lessons. It gives individuals a unique sense of self, and also lends itself to
the application of labels and stereotypes. Ethos was used because he was the valedictorian of the class. That
they can reach any goal they set for themselves. Donleavy relies on ethos for his speech, using the fact that he
is an elected official to show validity to the claims he is making. She allows the reader to understand, and for
some maybe even relate. When Henry Reed lead the students in the singing of the Negro National Anthem, it
brought back a sense of unity to the community. In the beginning of the essay, the writer compares the white
and black schools to each other. This was an entire paragraph dedicated to the detail her mother added to her
dress. Even so, the minuscule features surprisingly gave off small hints of something more. Show More We
have essays on the following topics that may be of interest to you. In Graduation, for instance, Marguerite an
Upon reading the story I realized that Maya highlights that the African-American families at the time regarded
the eighth grade graduation to be a big event. The main similarity is that Margaret from "Graduation" and
Rosaura from "The Stolen Party" are both excited about a day that they consider special or important The
writer includes this in her essay to reflect her pain and to show how one man had such a negative effect on
everyone attending the ceremony. The essay started off with an excited and happy tone about it.


